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Abstract 

Urban planners are beginning to agree that physical changes to urban infrastructure (such as 

transportation systems) cannot by themselves bring urban sustainability and cannot 

effectively  come to terms with the challenges posed by climate change, the loss of natural 

resources, particularly energy,  and other environmental and social challenges, without 

changes  to  the characteristics of the lifestyles of residents and communities. Behavioral 

changes are needed to a wide range of functions and activities which encompass all sectors 

of society – residential, workplace, transportation, shopping and entertainment. 

Behavioral and social change are not new to urban and environmental designers and policy 

makers, who have introduced measures to influence the sustainable behavior of a city’s 

residents through, for example, raising awareness or changing attitudes towards sustainable 

behavior. Recent research in behavioral sciences, particularly in cognitive psychology and in 

the developing field of behavioral economics, brings insights concerning the drivers which 

affect human behavior. It is now clear that human behavior is not only affected by logical-

rational processes of absorbing factual information; behavior is also influenced by 

contextual characteristics of the environment in which decisions are taken.  People are not 

always fully aware of their existence and researchers in this field tend to regard such 

behaviors as ‘automatic’. Defaults, for example, drive individual choice towards desired 

behavior. People are affected by emotive associations which influence choice and behavior 

and by ‘priming’ – activating representative memory before an action is taken. In general, 

when people are faced with making a choice between alternatives, they are influenced not 

only by what alternatives are available to them, (such as their physical attributes) but also by 

the way in which the alternatives are presented. 

‘Choice architecture’ uses the contextual design of the environment in which decisions are 

made in order to change behavior, a principle developed by Thaler and Sunstein in their 

book ‘Nudge’ which  has been further developed in policy making for a wide range of 

concrete issues, including energy saving, promotion of a healthy lifestyle and sustainable 

travel behavior. Design of city roads, for example can incorporate elements which affect the 

behavior of drivers, such as emotive association or priming, in the design of traffic calming 

measures to reduce travel speed and to increase consideration of other road users. 

Attention is increasingly being paid to insights gained from the use of instruments for 

behavioral change to encourage sustainable behavior. The number of examples is still 

limited but this paper presents examples from academic literature and from practical 

applications in cities around the world, together with insights from theoretical aspects of 

behavioral economics in the planning and design of the urban environment. Most examples 

come from the transport context, where this approach has gained much attention. The 

paper develops the theme of sustainable transport, proposing hard and soft measures to 

encourage sustainable transport, and identifies the opportunities and barriers in the Israeli 

context for its application. 


